compilation, realization for the help of technology OpenCL is bigger now than several times speed up the calculation of such tasks.
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Analysis of modern methods of information protection based on printed documents. It is shown that methods of protection from moiré effect provide reliable and effective protection by gaining new protection technology that is displayed in the optical acceleration motion layers and causes moire in fraud. Latent images can securely protect paper documents. Introduce a system of equations to calculate curvilinear patterns, where the optical formula of acceleration and periods moire stored in its simplest form. There is a need to create new types of protection of printed documents as the means and methods of fraud are becoming more common.

Key words: method of protection, securities, security printing.

Accession

With the development of computer technology forgery of documents is common. Manufacturing documents are easier to falsification consequence of that is becoming more development. In this regard, there is need for protection of electronic and paper documents in new ways. Computer industry and modern copiers developing rapidly. Modern computer systems and networks face different attacks, so now becoming urgent question of security of electronic documents. Given the variety of potential threats to information protection of electronic documents should be as high. To be effective protection it must meet
the criteria of reliability and efficiency. Effective protection should be simple in creation, but challenging and financially profitable during the fraud and visually noticeable when a copy of the document in elektrovanomu or printed form. In this work, a new type of document security based moire effects that satisfies the criteria of efficiency and reliability. The new method is based on an optical effect which causes moire.

Protection of printed and electronic documents appears as a strategic problem of state and international level. Data protection occupies an important place in the information security of the state, because there is a transfer of electronic and print media in the Internet space, mobile devices and the printed media. The subject involved and a number of leading research scientists and companies that want to provide protection as the information security of the state and each user separately. In this area many working as domestic and foreign researchers.

Problem

The analysis found that there are effective ways to protect and print documents that are based on the moire phenomenon and satisfy the criteria of reliability and efficiency in defense. However, to increase the level of protection necessary to develop a new method that would take into account the technical characteristics of modern copying machines and did play falsified documents uneconomical. Designed protection does not require expensive equipment and special materials. The main objective of this work is to create a method of protection from hidden elements which are based will put moire effect. This model should provide high level safety information in printed or electronic form, thus providing for minimizing fraud.

The main content

Moire - interference pattern created when you apply two mesh periodic drawings. The phenomenon is caused by the fact that elements of two objects that are repeated with varying frequency and overlap hidden form elements. Moiré effect is an optical phenomenon that occurs during the overlapping lines, grids, points, etc. It consists of a new visible object, which is clearly observed in some sites, although it is not included in any of the original structure [1].

The method of protection is to set up thin parallel lines of 0.25 mm width and repetition frequencies that are multiples of an integer frequency reproducing device and frequency different from copying / scanning at least 0.25mm moire interval value that can not be visually recognized without the use of special optical devices. Document with protective elements contains at least one protective image, which consists of many visible and separately published items which, in turn, are protective object formed from curves and fragments. The presence of moire elements distorts the appearance of the document leads to significant changes in forms or complete loss of picture elements on the copy that allows visually easy to distinguish a fake copy of the original. If the line frequency exceeds 0.7-0.8 mm, corresponding to a frequency of visual perception threshold, then the fragment visually perceived gray shades. Modern scanner and copy machines are characterized by relatively high reading frequencies or output image. Yes, most models of full color copiers has a resolution of 400 dpi. Current models of full color laser printers have a resolution of 600 dpi. The image resolution scanners is higher than 1200 dpi. Because the documents must have safety devices with limited upper spatial frequency, whose value is always less than the base frequency imaging or scanning devices. All models are copiers are divided into two types. For the first type of such frequencies - 100 dpi, 200 dpi, 400 dpi, and for the second type - 150 dpi, 300 dpi, 600 dpi. Use at least two protection grids, where the frequency of a multiple of the first grid, and the frequency of the second - the second sequence achieves protection against copying on different types of copy or scanner technology. The basic idea of the protection method is that the protective elements form the displacement of lines moire half step value line. Moiré effect is a visual phenomenon resulting from inaccurate overlay two samples that contain a combination of transparent and opaque elements. Moire translated means flicker and created as a result of interference between two uniform structures. Mathematical representation moire effect is trivial and can be arbitrarily described.
Period moire lines is the distance from a point where the two layers of overlapping lines (at the bottom of the figure) for the next such point (top). Because \( p_b < p_s \) for the same number of lines on which shifting base layer lines. Midway \( p_m \) distance base layer line. Identifying lines layer on half period (\( p_s / 2 \)) demonstration of line layer through which the line imposed form moire effect. At a distance \( p_m \), base layer front line superimposed on a layer of bed lines full time \( p_s \), so that lines intersecting layers again. Lines baseline \( p_m \) get the distance of the many lines (\( p_m / p_b \)), as the number of lines of demonstration (\( p_m / p_s \)) for the same distance. That is a basic layer we get a few objects that intersect in its axis, and parallel lines imposed certain that copy, on these sections provides moire lines, which can be determined by the formula:

\[
p_m = \frac{p_b \cdot p_s}{p_b - p_s}
\]

Mix of two layers containing parallel lines creates a visual effect and contains parallel lines with longer period. According to equation (1.1), the closer periods of two layers, the greater the rate of increase in moire, through the imposition of parallel lines in certain areas. If the number of objects \( p_m / p_b \) and \( p_s / p_r \) is relatively flat and core layer filled with the same number of objects in the zone lines both layers that overlap as shown in Figure 1. Layer lines will also great overlap in the centers of each other, depending on the quantity and options listed facilities. If \( p_m / p_b \) and \( p_s / p_r \) do not comply and are not the same in the base layer, the centers in areas of moire intersection of parallel lines, not necessarily coincide with the centers layered lines that give effect moire. In any case, the equation (1.1) shows the effect muaroutvorennya a greater or lesser degree of reflection. The thickness of the lines in a layer affects the overall picture display protective image and Moire thickness of lines, but the period \( p_m \) does not depend on the thickness of lines. In the example, the base layer thickness lines \( p_b / 2 \) equal to the thickness of lines in any newly created layer \( p_s / 2 \), that all objects have the same line width in all layers. Consider the construction of two parallel and equally spaced vertical lines. Building two samples with vertical lines. Let the first building sample carry increments \( p \) (fig.1), and the second increments \( p+\delta p \), where it choose \( \delta \) within 0<\( \delta \)<1. If the two samples lines impose alone on the left side of the figure, the shift between lines increases due to more repeat step (Figure 1). After a number of repetitions, vertical lines of the first pattern is opposite the second sample lines that are between the lines of the first sample. If we consider the design of overlapping samples from some distance, then there is complete filling areas where lines are superimposed (a gap between the white lines), and dark areas are where the line in the opposite direction. If two uniform structure, plastic impose on each angle, the moire is observed as a uniform grating with a certain step repeat (fig. 1). The middle of the first dark zone offset equal \( p/2 \). On the \( n \) second line pattern moves on \( np \).

Fig. 1. Moire phenomenon at imposing uniform parallel lines
Moire phenomenon is created when the distance between lines of the first pattern pb, and the distance between the lines of the second specimen pm at imposing their relationship with distance equivalent to plus 1

\[
\frac{p_m}{p_b} = \frac{p_m}{p_b} + 1
\]  

(2)

**A method of forming a latent image for defense documents using the moiré effect**

Hide Picture Method for protection documents with the Moiré effect is creating a grid of parallel lines with a given ratio of the width and the distance between successive lines. Describe the steps creating document security. Initially create the first layer of straight parallel lines, width \(L_0\) and interval \(d_0\) between them, with so determining factor \(r_0\), satisfying ratio \(r_0 = l_0/d_0\).

---

**Fig. 2. A method of forming a latent image to protect documents using the moiré effect**
Then change the distance between the two lines so that the interval between two consecutive lines \( d_{n+1} \) is equal to \( d_n = d_0 + d_1 + \ldots + d_n \) where by the parameter is a linear modulation period, where \( n \) - number of downloaded objects. Value line width and distance from one line to the next equal to a constant value \( r_0 \), change line width \( l_n \) so that \( l_n = l_0 + l_1 + \ldots + l_n \) to value \( l_n/d_n \) is always \( r_0 \). Then create the next layer of the loaded object and the pre-positioning images by selecting options in the document. The next step is to create layers where changing the width of the lines so that the ratio of the width \( l_n \) line and gap \( d_n \) between it and the next line would be one constant ratio \( l_n/d_n = r_0 \). Region all layers combined in value \( r_n = r_0 + r_1 + \ldots + r_n \).

Obviously, parameters such as \( l_0 \) and \( r_0 \) may vary depending on the specifications. Content is visually distances between the lines and line widths gives a image, however, can not avoid moire effect when playing even when you change copier performance within range of values.

Distance modulated by the following formula \( d_n = d_0 + r_0(1 + \sin(2\pi h/N)) \). In this case, \( N \) is the period of play lines. Thus, we get the facility where the distance between two successive lines varies not linear and sinusoidal. \( l_n = l_0 + r_0(1 + \sin(2\pi h/N)) \) - the next phase modification is to change the form of lines in compliance with widths that formed lines in the form of waves or sinusoids that can be converted into concentric closed curves, following the line width. Form convert straight lines to closed curves is not limited and depends on the desired result. Thus formed screamo image. The more objects the harder play screamo image on copying technology. The algorithm method shown in Fig. 2.

In figure 3 and 4 show how the implemented protection protective element hidden in the image. Retrieved base layer, which is shown in Figure 4, which consists of parallel lines, and the main object of which is shown in Figure 3. main facility includes four superimposed layers are built using parallel lines shifted a certain period of the base layer. So get the object of several layers that intersect and overlap in certain proomizkhah object, there by moire get at these intersections, if there is forgery and screamo image will be clear from moire.

![Fig. 3. Shows an example of moire image that “moves” in the overlay layer](image1)

![Fig. 4. Shows an example of performance base layer with the image on the surface of the periodic structure in the form of opaque and transparent parallel alternating bands](image2)

**Method of forming Hide Picture for protection of documents with the effect Using Moire straight lines**

Important and difficult for fraud is a method for creating moiré under certain corner forming lines, since copying is not possible to completely remove moire from raster structures. So in this way we will not choose well-known analog angles and deformed, such as \( 43^0 \), \( 57^0 \), \( 99^0 \), and others. To create a hidden element inability to play without knowing the parameters of deformation lines at a certain angle.
Consider a few known variants forming elements from different angles, and how this affects of moire.

Moiré occurs when imposing periodic raster structures, which results in another periodic structure. The formed structure has a period that is different from the periods of its constituent bodies, and, unfortunately, not downward.

In fact moiré will be present on the printed copy image is always more or less degree visibility. It can be both distinct and almost imperceptible depending on the number of screening parameters and characteristics reproduced image.

For visual perception of great importance to the frequency or period moiré structure. If its frequency is about 20-40 lines per centimeter or more, the probability of distinction when printing small. If the frequency moiré low - less than 10 lines per centimeter, the printing will be clearly visible moiré.

Moiré occurs when the combination of periodic structures with equal spatial frequencies while turning lines at an angle. The fact that the rotation leads to a relative increase in its spatial frequency in the direction of the main axis of the other. The value of increasing the frequency of projection of the second layer will be the main axis of the spatial frequency, which produce a moiré. At small angles of rotation raster screen frequency interference patterns - moiré - as important and well-marked copy.

In the first case, the initial starting point is on the vertical axis and raster angle determined by the angle between the main axis and the axis of ordinates raster in the clockwise direction.

Essentially rotation angles to select a coordinate system is not essential. What matters is the only value or the difference between the angles of raster structures obtained as a result.

For different types of raster different intervals and permissible values of angles of rotation.

An example would be the angle of rotation are in the range from 0° to 180°, and regulated angle only for the main axis. If no main axis (screens with round and square dot) - from 0° to 90°, line raster - from 0° to 180°.

The greater the angle between two objects, the higher frequency is formed moiré. Naturally, the best option in terms of minimizing moiré is turn on 45°, but placement options with angles that differ by 45°, practically reduced by two working angles - 0°-90° and 45°.

Rotate 30 ° too visually unobtrusive and technologically acceptable for printing, and placement options for longer - three, for example 0-90, 30-120, 60-150 °. The difference in angles of rotation 15° Printed in some circumstances lead to the formation of a noticeable moiré well as use angles that differ by 15°, is essential.

Theoretically moiré must fully displayed when the angle is much smaller and the smaller the angle the sharper moiré is at falsification of documents.
Another option is to turn lines at an angle, for example, $45^0$, creating, as a result, the contour image creating the effect of relief by breaking straight lines. We can change the width of lines depending on the density of gray geometric original image. If the equidistance line to change the angle, it can be seen as a moire grids that will change the slope. Here are pictures of the angles in $5^0$, $15^0$, $45^0$.

![Diagram of moire lines inclination](image)

**Fig. 6. Calculate the angle of inclination moire lines depending on the angles of the base layer, and detection of line**

Figure 6 we obtain the following two equations [12]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tan \alpha_m &= \frac{p_3 + l \cdot \tan \alpha_3}{l} \\
\tan \alpha_r &= \frac{p_3 - p_r + l \cdot \tan \alpha_3}{l}
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

From these equations we obtain the equation for calculating the tilt moire lines depending on the inclinations of the base layer and identify the lines of:

\[
\tan \alpha_m = \frac{p_3 \cdot \tan \alpha_r - p_r \cdot \tan \alpha_2}{p_3 - p_r}
\]

(4)

For the base layer attached to tilt 30 degrees, with the period of the base layer. Curve fig. 7 is the degree of inclination line moire detection layer depending on the slope of the line. Two other curves correspond to cases where the base layer inclination is 20 degrees and 40 respectively.

![Graph of moire line inclination](image)

**Fig. 7. Moire line of inclination for the basic lines of declination is 30 degrees**
Used periods $T_b$, $T_r$, and $T_m$ can be calculated by the following formulas (see, fig. 6):

\[ T_b = p_b \cdot \cos \alpha_b, \]
\[ T_r = p_r \cdot \cos \alpha_r, \]
\[ T_m = p_m \cdot \cos \alpha_m \tag{5} \]

Using equation (4) formula to derive a certain angle moire lines:

\[ \alpha_m = \arctan \left( \frac{T_b \cdot \sin \alpha_r - T_r \cdot \sin \alpha_b}{T_b \cdot \cos \alpha_r - T_r \cdot \cos \alpha_b} \right) \tag{6} \]

Using trigonometry derive the following formula:

\[ \cos \alpha = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \alpha}} \]

\[ \cos(\alpha_1 - \alpha_2) = \cos \alpha_1 \cdot \cos \alpha_2 + \sin \alpha_1 \cdot \sin \alpha_2 \tag{7} \]

From equations (6) and (7) we have:

\[ \cos \alpha_m = \frac{T_b \cdot \cos \alpha_r - T_r \cdot \cos \alpha_b}{\sqrt{T_b^2 + T_r^2 - 2 \cdot T_b \cdot T_r \cdot \cos(\alpha_r - \alpha_b)}} \tag{8} \]

From equations (2) and (5) we get:

\[ T_m = \frac{T_b \cdot T_r}{T_b \cdot \cos \alpha_r - T_r \cdot \cos \alpha_b} \cdot \cos \alpha_m \tag{9} \]

From equations (8) and (9) we derive a formula for the second period known Moire lines:

\[ T_m = \frac{T_b \cdot T_r}{\sqrt{T_b^2 + T_r^2 - 2 \cdot T_b \cdot T_r \cdot \cos(\alpha_r - \alpha_b)}} \tag{10} \]

With trigonometry follows that:

\[ T_m = \frac{T}{2 \cdot \sin \left( \frac{\alpha_r - \alpha_b}{2} \right)} \tag{11} \]

We can assume that all angles relative to the base layer level line and the equation (6) is as follows:

\[ \alpha_m' = \arctan \left( \frac{\sin \alpha'}{\cos \alpha' - 1} \right) \tag{12} \]

With trigonometry follows that:

\[ \tan \frac{\alpha}{2} = \frac{1 - \cos \alpha}{\sin \alpha} \]

\[ \tan(90^\circ + \alpha) = -\frac{1}{\tan \alpha} \tag{13} \]
And the formulas (12) and (13):

$$\alpha_n' = 90^\circ + \frac{\alpha_r'}{2}$$

Equation (6) and (10) is the general case formula, known in the literature, equation (12) and (14) is a formula for the rotation of the same models with parallel lines ([11], [12] [13] [14]).

The developed software realizes the possibility of modifying the image by entering different distances between the lines, uneven line thickness, and various size distortions in the formation relief. There is also the possibility of thickening the line in places imposition of the picture. The resulting protective image with a new form and can be programmatically imposed on any text or graphical information while maintaining high quality printing products and protecting it against counterfeiting. This way you can produce documents of identification, travel documents, postage payment instruments that serve currency, and others that require printing of protection with a resolution of 2500 - 5000 dpi or higher (due to resolution of the output device).

Selecting protect documents on the basis of the criterion of efficiency to prevent threats Copies quality protection for printed documents determined by optical density, clarity of reproduction, distribution some paint on the elements of protection and reproduction, which can be determined using densitometer. Dot gain, zbilshennya area printing elements offset printing defined to 40-80 microns. When copying a document from the application of the principle of reprography image formed of charged particles transfer of toner to zadrukovuvalnyy and recorded material resulting toner adhesion to paper when heated. By increasing the thickness of the line toner adhere to empty areas and the formation of two strokes to 40 microns and 20 microns emptiness obtained solid line 2. According to this principle protection built hidden element that allowed to increase the level of protection from the threat of photocopying documents based on the separation lines. Subject to individual graphics elements are built, and then he built a hidden message by changing the thickness of the line. The method of implementing the change line thickness for building the hidden message. The present document consists of a large number of repetitive lines that provide reliable and effective protection from fraud.

Technological advances in technology photocopiers and scanners led to the fact that the appearance of photocopying machines with very high performance arose task of creating zones that give watered effect of digital copy, for example, using photocopiers for copying documents. This watered effect distorts the original picture and indicates that it is a copy.

Moiré effect appears when reading information broken and distorted original image, in particular, are changing uneven shades and colors. The appearance of such moiré effects difficult to predict because it depends on the characteristics and regulation used for reproduction equipment.
Conclusion

A method that provides reliable security of electronic information and print documents. The method consists in the development of printing elements of protection, namely security elements based on moiré effect in hidden elements. The method of document protection that improves the efficiency of protection based on moiré effect.

Since the introduction and implementation of the method does not require large financial costs, then the method can be widely used to protect valuable documents and documents for public protection.

This work is important as scientific and technological development in the field of printing data protection. The results can be used to develop securities, documents and publications that provide effective protection and identification.
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